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As agent-based products have been more and more widely used in the fields of
education, health care, entertainment, transportation, communication and so on,
human beings place higher demands on better interactive functionality of agents.
Experience from human-machine interaction is significant for accelerating
integration of agents into our social life. To achieve the goal of enhancing human-
machine interaction, the concept of sociable agent has been brought up, and then
quickly become a key issue in the research of agent theory. In this concept, the
importance of social elements, such as emotion and interactive hierarchy, is
emphasized. Based on the theory of artificial emotion, this thesis focuses on the
ways to better rationalize the emotion expression of agents in social interaction.
By integrating social cognition model, which is based on social roles and social
relationships, into the emergence of emotion, we increase the coupling degree
between the emotion and social behavior of agents. Our research work involves
the following aspects:
(1) By adopting the viewpoint from PSI theory that emotion and cognition are
inseparable, we associate emergence of emotion with agent’s social cognition.
We incorporated the OCC emotion model which is based on event-driven
mechanism, so agents could respond to social stimulus and thus corresponding
emotions emerge.
(2) By employing methods of emotion regulation, agents could also regulate their
emotions based on their social cognition, in order to meet the requirement of
social situations and their internal demands. Consequently, the rationality of
emotion expression in sociable agent is improved.
(3) We built a prototype of sociable agent within the framework of OpenCog,
which is an open source artificial intelligence system. By using the representation













made it basic social knowledge for sociable agents. Through reasoning and
learning, the agent is able to update and expand its knowledge base.
(4) By building a virtual interactive environment using Unity3D game engine, we
visualized the sociable agent model in a direct way. Users are allowed to
customize the social situations and interact with the agents in the virtual world. It
is also convenient for users to observe the internal dynamics of agents including
emotion and other parameters instantly, so the emotion model can be verified.
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